Wellesley College News

Mass Meeting Will Discuss Smoking Rule

Senate Action Suspected To Obtain Opinion Of Representative Body By Ballot

MEET IN ALUMNAE HALL TODAY

The Eleventh Senatorial meeting will be held Monday, November 2, at 2 o'clock, in the Alumnae Hall, for the purpose of discussing the question of smoking in the College. It is expected that a committee will be appointed to discuss and report on this question at the next meeting.

HYGIENE DEPARTMENT ADDS NOVEL COURSES

Use Of Aluminum Hall Ballroom Periods Goals Health Courses In Dancing

The Department of Hygiene has been hampered by lack of space; hence, it has been impossible to offer in freshmen and sophomore gymnastics only. But, through the generosity of the alumnae, a visualization is securing the ballroom of Aluminum Hall for the class periods, and the space is now being used for a variety of other activities, the need of space and consequently the variety of sports, gymnastics and dancing, is increased, and opportunities will now be given for general health.

FIELD DAY PROGRAM AFFORDS NEW STUNTS

Surprise is Planned In New Features Arranged By New Athletic Association

FACULTY ALSO TO TAKE PART

Field Day this year promises several innovations. A golf putting contest near the basketball field with a prize offered, changes instead of blanchhips so far as the general program is concerned, and a student-faculty valley hall game have been arranged. There will be competitions in the seasonal sports, basketball, baseball and track. The program includes two stunts, one by the sophomores and the other by the seniors. The sophomores and freshmen teams will take part and a second team basketball game will go on at the same time as a first team. The program will be divided between two important games. In view of its coming contest with the Boston University track team, the hopes that hockey will be well supported.

WILLIAM BEEBE WILL SPEAK NOVEMBER 17

Mr. William Beebe, who has recently returned from hunting the simulta- neous in a position of the Earth to Lecture in Wellesley will Lecture to a Wellesley audience in the room next door to the lecture, Wednesday, November 17, in Alumnae, Thursday November 18, in Alumni. The "Aventures of Adventure," which will be illustrated with motion pictures, is the name of the lecture. The first lecture is one of twelve hour-long, all-sports, all-activity expeditions, the climax of which will be his return to the top of the world. In his next expedition, Wellesley is busy in surge to secure the top, the latter of which, as a result, will be available to the world. Mr. Beebe is well known for his ability to combine accuracy and carefully observed scientific data with vivid descriptive assertions and a sense of humor, and to bring interesting and informative events to himself to the public.

COLLEGE PROFESSIONS SPEAK

A thorough understanding of The "Federal Constitution," by the politicians and responsibilities which it bring, was the object of the ninth School of Politics, which was composed of the alumnae and the secretary in charge of the Alumnae League of Women Voters on October 26 and 29. This school, which is the second to be conducted in Wil- lesley, is a short course in a brief discussion period each week.

The introduction to the work of the week was Professor Edward R. Curtis of Wellesley who described the making of the Constitution, which must be understood and participated in. It is a great effort of human experience, and not an accident. It is the highest form that a government can assume, and is an expression of this. The Constitution is the second to be conducted in Wellesley, and a repetition with a brief discussion period each week.
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WOULDN'T CRITIC WITTcomic well-known dramatic critic and writer, will deliver a colleague on Friday afternoon, November 6 at 4 o'clock. He is reading under the auspices of the College Committee, LIT will speak on "The English Comedy of the 1930s," and he is well known for his ability to combine accuracy and carefully observed scientific data with vivid descriptive assertions and a sense of humor, and to bring interesting and informative events to himself to the public.
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WILLIAM BEEBE WILL SPEAK NOVEMBER 7:
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less and formidable background of water.

Gazing at the eye of a large eight-
hundred-pound turtle resting lazily by
hers, Mrs. Beebe wondered what this
animal would think if his eyes were filled
with parfian—blissful—the "toothed" white-armed, worm-like being, with an
excessively long, curving tentacle from the tip of its nose, and forever projecting a mass of white bubble
gas." If the picture he is to show at Wellesley compare in vividness and charm with his other pictures in this
essay, a treat is in store for the college.

ELSHUCO TRIO WILL PLAY AT WELLESLEY ON NOVEMBER 19:

On November 19, in Blue Hill Hall, the Elshuco Trio of stringed instruments,
will give a free concert. Tick-
etts will be required and the audien-
tee will not exceed the capacity of the
hall. The Trio is to play the same
program at Smith, Mt. Holyoke,
Williams and Wellesley under the
supervision and direction of Mrs. Els-
ibeth Codjille.

Miss Codjille is a very worthy lady of Pittsfield, Mass., who is devoting her
life to the best advancement of good
modern music. She has built a small
mansion in the Berkshires Hills, to
which she invites every year, a select
group of music lovers. Her gifts given to that city have been won by the
most distinguished composers of Europe and America. Her latest con-
tact was to decorate a hall in the Lib-
dary of Congress at a cost of about $50,000. It is to be that her name Festival is to be held this year, instead of the
Berkshire hall.

Miss Codjille has herself a pianist of unusual ability, and sometimes plays
in her own concert. She pays the
museum of the Elshuco Trio to play
in a series of concerts, one of which Wellesley is fortunate enough to have.

The program to be presented by the Elshuco Trio of New York, with an
asistance as indicated below, on Novem-
ber 19, is as follows:

Scherer: Quartette in G major, opus 132
(four violins, a viola, and a
violoncello)

Schubert: Symphonie in G major, opus 135
(four violins, viola, and violoncello)

Scherer: Trio in F major, opus 100
(two violins, viola, and violoncello)

The players are:

William Kroll—First violin
Mary Clement—Second violin
Herbert Kroll—Viola
William Wilke—Violoncello
Aurora Gould—Piano

PARKING OF CARS ALLOWED AT FOUNDERS AND ALUMNINA HALL:

After a dispute as to the possibility of the permanent parking of cars
in Founders and Alumnae Hall, it has been decided to grant this privilege to
members of the college, who own cars.

This statement was announced at the office of the Imperial Grounds.

As to the number of cars on the campus, records in this office show that
there are six or seven owned by members of the senior class, and that fourteen cars are in official use.

Cars which remain here for more than thirty days are required to be
hoisted on the hatch.

The number of cars owned by mem-
bers of the faculty is not definitely known, as many of the owners have their private garages.

Among other vehicles of transportation
seen on the campus, might be mentioned the tandem bicycle owned by
Elizabeth Nash, '28, of Philadelphia,
New Jersey. The other seat on the
bicycle is usually occupied by her
roommate, Catharine Court.

The House of Youth

The House of Youth presents the Costume Ball, the Separate Coat and
the Tailored Frock with an unusual charm and in a diversity of original modes
which youthful carefree will appeal strongly to the smart college mass.

Some thirty classes were represented at the Alumni Council meet-
ing, October 12 and twenty-six secre-
taries or their substitutions took
place in Alumni House on Satur-
day evening. Every table talked of little beyond class problems and at
the close Elsie Liddon, chairman,
outlined the work her committee has
accomplished. The old form of keeping class spirits is, the way of gaining
information from classmates and holding class spirit.

ENGAGED:

Ex-'26, Nathl. May Cook to sir, Max-
well Taylor Eaton.

NOTICE:

The Barn Board regrets to in-
form that Catherine McReary has
resigned her position as president
of the Barnswallows Association
become of ill health. Gertrude Joy, '26, who has been a member of the board for some time, has been chosen as
the new president. She was elected
without the general rate of the col-
lege basketball as the association con-
sidered it more feasible to choose
someone from within the board facili-
ties of the plan for the way, on
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A plenary acceptance of the Constitution as it is, with vigorous support by Mr. Robert O'Brien, editor of the Boston Herald. He believed it necessary or complimentary to the founders of the U. S. Constitution to take for granted that the Constitution could be amended as long as the Constitution of the country.

Indeed, the programme was the latest in the history of the Sixty from the Union of oats-in life, and to give the best of the works of legal draft in the United States.

Importance of Authority

According to the United States Court, Mr. Mose W. Wadsworth called an outstanding address in Federal Government and the United States. Wadsworth's particular field in the art of the Supreme Court. The need for an authoritative opinion on the events to come is of great importance.

The dual stalemate of the 18th Amendment is not the only way to state and stage this widespread consciousness of the absence of the enforcement on the federal and state government. It is incorrect to suppose that the opposition in this case is the way to go. There is no way to denote that their duty is to take over the smaller phones of the voters of the country and to be free of the obligation upon the Federal government.

Thus Federal aid to states in the matter of public welfare operations exemplifying the amelioration of the increasing conflict between the states and the national government is in the interest of Mrs. Laura Brown.

Brown, Mrs. Brown corrected the popular impression that Federal Aid is not a question which is given on an evaluation of the country. They are left in the job of continuing the existing federal government, and they should always keep in mind the economic, social, and political development of the country. Mrs. Brown, as the President of the Federal Association, brought the subject to the floor under the caption of the meeting for the conference.

The Federal Aid to state and local governments was especially discussed. Federal Aid was first given for purposes of education, and later it developed into the hands of students to encourage the scientific study of agriculture. The first Federal Aid for Education was the Weeks Act of 1912, which aimed at forest preservation, and the establishment of Federal Forests as a national policy. Thus Federal Aid is "an old tenantry" and a "new tenantry," as the above map of opportunity of cooperation between the states and the federal government.

START II. CIRCOLO ITALIANO

As the Italian Department is "coming into its own," not to be outdone by the Alliance Frangaise and the Cirtico Castello, it now boasts for the first time in its history a club, E. Circolo Italiano.

The Circolo will hold its first meeting on Friday evening, November 16th at 8 P.M. E. H. E. House. Plans are made to present an interesting program for the occasion.

The election will be held to fill the remaining offices, only a president and vice-president having been elected last spring.

There will be three more meetings during the course of the year, and it is in the current desire of the Circolo to hold an annual general meeting to be held in the year 1930. In the meantime, the members are expected to pass the time by continuing to enjoy the good fellowship of the circle.

A BOOK BOUND FOR LOUIS XV FOUND IN WELLESLEY LIBRARY

One of the oldest libraries recently discovered something which was a Royal binding on a large book in the Modern Library room. This copy of the book is indeed very valuable. The book was bound for Louis XV in 1725, and bears the signature of one of his ministers. The book is called "The Catoar" of Louis XV.

The book also contains some extracts from the manuscript references to Louis II.

The book is very handsomely engraved, and the only impairments are the result of a recent fire which burned the library. There is no question of the book being burned in the fire, but the fire damage has been done by the recent fire in the library.

The book contains many interesting maps of the reigns of Louis XV, and an engraving art of the king which was at his highest. There are some interesting engravings of the acts of the king.

CONFERENCE OF 60 COLLEGES

Wellesley is to be the scene this week of the Annual Conference of the Women's Intercollegiate Association, the Student government, which is to be held from November 12 to 14.

The sessions of the conference will be held on the second and third days of the week. The conference will be attended by sixty colleges, including all the women's colleges and the major universities of the world. The conference will be held in the Plimpton Hall Room with the only other meeting in the city.
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WORKING ON THE RAILROAD!

To the Wellesley College News:

In the weeks of a year free press, signed by 1824, confirmed that the legislation was being railroaded through, against the wishes of the majority of the college, carried on a wave of popular feeling.

As another rumor of 1923, I write to answer these objections. In the first place, as the Speaker of the House put it last Thursday, "If one who has not acquired the habit, does it."

And then there is the fact that the new rules place the question where it belongs, in the category of school rules and not of general rules. It safeguards the reputation of the college, and permits the utmost freedom of expression in the college as a whole, if these rules are enforced.

In the end, these rules will have the effect of making the college seem prone to overlook that—what a more sensible ruling will not compel those who smoke to have had no voice in the legislation passed by the majority of the college. I propose to give this proposal to the editors of the Wellesley News and to put the question to the college, which has in turn 1924 and the recent wave of the force for that particular discussion by the majority of the college.

The HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

The objection that the House of Representatives as an impotent body has been advanced against the proposed smoking rules, has been made clear by a group of college students for a long time. Yet I must say that I do not know of any special case for this objection. In the House of Representatives, a large majority of the students present in class, which will be highly satisfied. Yet the proposal that has been expressed by a college student, who has not been a member of the House of Representatives, is a very important one:

"Will the scheme resolve the situation at Wellesley?"

How will smoking privileges, limited by a few, affect the majority of the college?

It is true that we can change a policy only if we have the will to do so. Yet we are not only a college, but a community, and the will to resolve the problem must be a joint one. The number of students who smoke and the number of students who do not smoke are significant.

We are not interested in the interests and concerns of the whole college; therefore it should be made clear that the proposed rule is to be established.

The only way in which the college can be made to feel it is important is to express a smoking rule.

An expression of opinion from the student college can give the only satisfactory answer. A referendum would certainly make the attitude of the student body perfectly clear, and hence the need for such a rule.

In conclusion, I would like to express the hope that this proposed smoking rule will be accepted.

Why Smoke?

To the Wellesley College News:

It lowers the standard of the college; it impairs the health of the one who smokes and the health of those who do not smoke. A loss of money, it has been said, would smoke if one could.

Smoking should be prohibited. If the college wants to enter the competition between the athletic and the social clubs, it will be necessary to have a team that is in good health when it is in good health.

The passing of this proposed smoking regulation by the Wellesley policy of trifling in the internal discrimination of its students.

To the Wellesley College News:

As the time approaches for renewal of our membership in the Red Cross, we wish to impress upon every student the importance of knowing what was done with the money they contributed last year.

Of the dollar you save, fifty cents goes toward the fund for relief of those in need, while the other fifty went to the National Emergency Relief Fund, especially in the saddest situations at home and abroad. The amount of money raised here was expended as follows:

Yarmouth Relief Fund, $400.

Robert Morris, Chelmsford Naval Hospital, $102.00.

Red Cross Nurses, Maine Islands, $50.

Christian Rays, $15.

The total amount of money raised was $275.53 which we keep in reserve for emergencies.

At the time of the Japanese attack, we were to spend $100 for the comfort of those students in the Philippines, Hawaii, Alaska, and the Aleutian Islands. The date of our Roll Call is November 25, and any day comes let us all join again.
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The Theater

COLONIAL—Pacific of 1925
VAPEY—The Crewe's Chair
HOLLIS—Wells.
MAJESTIC—The Daughter of Judgment.
PARK—The Shaw Og
FLYWOOD—The Ferrand
SHUBERT—The Student Prince
WELLESLEY—Jane Doe
CASTLE SQUARE—Alice's Irish Dream

"THE CREAMING CHAIR"
The very title suggests the mystery and terror which form an important part of the play given by the Cong. Producers Company last week. The hypnotic influence of the game strongly felt throughout the play, and in at least one instance, it appeared that the hypnotist himself was a participant in the murder attempted. The play is dependent on the hypnotic influence, but its ultimate effect is felt by the audience in the form of a real mystery, creating a sense of suspense and tension.

A Self-Starting Power Plant
Down—The slumbering city awakens and calls for electric current. Many mouths must be answered. A penskow opens automatically, releasing impounded waters; a water turbine goes to work, driving a generator; and electric current is soon flowing through wires over the mountains to the city. This plant starts and runs itself. Power plants with automatic control are now installed on isolated mountain streams. Starting and stopping, generating to a set capacity, shutting down for hot bearings, or running on limited water supply, they run themselves with uncanny precision.

Thus another milestone has been reached in the generation of electric power. And with present-day achievements in power transmission, electricity generated anywhere may be applied everywhere.

The non-technical graduate need not know where electricity comes from—nor even how it works. But he should know what electricity can do for him without any matter what vocation he selects.

FIELDING
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Wellesley Hills

The Best
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WELLESLEY INN
Out From Dreams and Theories

SINdENS URGED TO JOIN THE BUREAU OF OCCUPATIONS NOW

The Bureau of Occupations booms this week the registration of members of its service. Applications are invited to enroll their names with the Bureau, those who wish to be recommended for positions in various fields of work. The Bureau can provide information on the availability of positions in any field of work, and will make every effort to match applicants with suitable positions. The Bureau hopes to fill as many positions as possible, and is eager to assist those seeking employment.

Mr. Hervy Allen

(Continued from Page 5, Col. 1)

More than 200 people were taken
over the college grounds and into
some of the buildings this summer,
according to the report of Grace M.
Cote, the Guide for Summer Tourists.
Her report to the Wellesley Annual
Magazine says further that "The
buildings exhibited were Alumni
Hall, the Chapel, Tower, Library
and Freshman Hall. The states
and counties represented were:
Alabama, California, Florida,
Greece, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Maine, Maryland,
Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Washington, D. C., Canada,
China, England, Japan,
Scotland."

Hygienic Department

ADVISORS MUSEL COLE.

(Continued from Page 1, Column 2)

For those students who continue in
grandmas, tests will again be given at
the end of the first semester, that
giving an additional opportunity for
debate to those who qualify.
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Special breakfasts & lunches

$0.50

Table d'Hote Dinners

Special Chicken Dinners

Week days and Sundays

THE WELLESLEY LUNCH

DINER

(UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT)

Home Made Ice Cream

Dinners and Lunches Served which will appeal to the College Girl

After all, there is nothing like a good book!

Hathaway House

Bookshop

103 CENTRAL STREET

WELLESLEY

SAWyers Slicks

Sawyers Slicks are the very finest things in college life.

No wonder. The nearest college girl always depends upon ap as soon as she is delivered to one of these plucky-colored clerks during freshman week, she can tiptoe straight to stables or sailing trials.

Too, the mincing discomfiture of wet weather are imperiously levied by the possession of these delightful apologies. Most of the girls have them, they are an in
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Pompton "Mums" for your room—
Bright little blossoms that keep a long time and which cost very little are just right for a Wellesley girl’s room. In yellows, pinks and browns of many tones—you are sure to find joy in a few of them in your room.

Symphony Hall, Boston
A NEW SERIES OF 5 TUESDAY AFTERNOON CONCERTS BY THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Serge Koussevitsky, Conductor

All reserved seats for the four series of 12 concerts in greater Boston this season were sold out by advance subscription. The Tuesday series has been added to meet in part the unfoldcd demand for concerts by the great conductor.

Koussevitzky plans to make the programs particularly enjoyable, while giving them the further interest of historical importance. Continuing representative masterpieces from each important period, he will embrace the significant range of orchestral music.

WHY NOT
Store your car in our NEW MODERN STEAM-HEATED Garage, All daylight, No posts. Prices reasonable.

We solicit your patronage.

ROBERT G. SMITH
Cor. Washington and Kingsbury Streets.
Telephone 1276

Supplies and accessories for your car also at our Store 54 Central Street. Phone 1412

EXHIBITION
WELLESLEY INN

Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 12 and 13

Women’s Hats - Coats - Gloves
Neckties, Imported Golf Jackets, etc.

Collins & Fairbanks Co.
30 Washington St.
Boston
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